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3. if your motherboard manufacturer website doesn't have a driver for your motherboard, it is not
your fault. if you don't find a driver you need on the manufacturer's website, it means the

manufacturer is not providing this driver. if you have no other choice, you can download the driver
from the manufacturer's website, and then you can update your bios by the procedure as below. 6. if
it seems that the bios update is not working, you can try to use the windows xp mode (the windows

xp mode enables you to run xp on windows xp). you can download the windows xp mode from
microsoft's website. while we are discussing, the ahci is not a program/driver that is written in the
operating system. instead, it is a feature that is provided by the hardware device to the operating

system. because the ahci controller is provided by the hardware, it is not an operating system
dependent feature. therefore, the ahci feature is supported by all the windows operating systems.
we have seen some very old windows versions that doesn't support the ahci feature, while newer

operating systems like windows 8.1/10 supports it. you have to connect your hard drive to your pc in
order to enable the ahci feature. we have covered the minimum requirements for using the ahci

feature, so you should have a sata hard disk, ram, a sata port on your motherboard, and a computer
with windows operating system. but if you are using linux or any other operating systems, you won't

be able to use the ahci, so you will have to change the sata mode and disable the ahci feature. to
disable the ahci, you will have to change sata mode to legacy mode, this is done by booting the

computer using the sata boot device.
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the vmware ahci host driver is a standalone host driver that supports the ahci/sata-3 interface for
microsoft and linux operating systems. the ahci/sata-3 interface is a standard interface for

connecting sata hard drives to a computer. unlike the ahci/sata-2 interface, this driver supports high-
speed sata 3.0. this driver provides support for sata hard drives. in addition to this, the ahci/sata-2

interface supports sata 2.0 and supports only one sata hard drive. using this driver, you can
configure the host system to support multiple sata hard drives simultaneously. hello, i have a weird
situation. where i have a h11dsi-nt mainboard. and have ssd directly connected to the board. in esxi

6.5 u3 under hardware it was using the fch sata controller by amd. i have a total of 4 ssd but it is
only showing 3 sata controller but in the disks view i can see all 4 ssd and able to use all 4 ssd. {ez_a
d_units.push([[300,250],'dellwindowsreinstallationguide_com-box-6','ezslot_3',135,'0','0'])};__ez_fad_
position('div-gpt-ad-dellwindowsreinstallationguide_com-box-6-0');asmedias third generation serial
ata advantage hci controller, bridges pci express gen3 x2 to two ports of serial ata 6gps, enables

serial ata phy up to 6gps high speed interface, supports sris (separate refclk independent ssc)
function, complies with serial ata revision 3.2 specification. asm1062 is highly integrated with

asmedia pci express and sata 6gbps self-designed phys. asm1062 can be applied on pc, mobile,
servers, ipc, consumer electronic devices, storage devices, and communication applications.
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